
The Kiwi Sponsorships

Thank you so much for your interest in sponsoring a child in Uganda. These children have such huge hearts  
and are so incredibly grateful for the chance to continue their education past primary school. It's so humbling  
to be able to change a life simply by giving  the gift of education, something we all take so much for granted  
in our world.

In Uganda there is 'Universal Primary & Secondary Education' which  
means that, in theory, education is free for all children. In reality however,  
the level of education in most government schools is so low that you'd be  
lucky to find a teacher, let alone a desk or a book. KAASO is a primary  
school that runs an incredible system whereby the children who cannot  
afford to pay are covered by the school and still given the right to an  
education. However, there are no secondary schools that operate in this  
way. In 2009 I watched as a class of 49 students finished their last year of  
primary school at KAASO and my heart broke at the realisation that for  
many of them, that was the end of their education as their parents or  
guardians could not afford to pay for them to continue onto high school. 

So in 2010 I set up a sponsorship programme that would support KAASO-
leavers through secondary school. Four years later, we now have 12  
children at secondary school, some going into their 5 th year and others into 
their 3rd year. This 'programme' is simply me, Dominic and Rose (the  
Ugandan couple who founded and run KAASO). All fees are deposited 
into my designated Africa Account and, at the start of each year, I transfer  
this money to Rose who receives the funds and then goes to each individual school to pay that child's fees. I  
trust Rose and Dominic completely and what has helped make the Kiwi Sponsorships so successful is that  
sponsors know that every cent of their money is going straight to their sponsor child – there are no admin  
fees or hidden costs along the way. 

In terms of fees, senior one (first year high school) is approximately NZD $800-1000 per year and each year  
the fees increase by around NZD $100-200. These fees are all-encompassing and include not only the school  

tuition but also all school books, uniforms, boarding, school  
requirements, meals – i.e. everything the child needs to live  
at boarding school for a year.  Secondary school in Uganda is  
typically 6 years, however some children choose to leave 
after 4 years to pursue vocational courses which gets them 
out into the workforce sooner so they are able to support  
themselves and their families. Every step of the way, Rose  
and Dominic are there to guide these children and I make  
regular trips to Uganda to visit them not only at their schools  
but also in their home villages. It is hugely important to me  
to be actively involved in the whole process and to keep 
sponsors informed every step of the way. 



One thing I always stress to new sponsors is that this is a long-term  
commitment and I would rather have no sponsors than those unable to  
continue until the end of high school (i.e. 6 years). When sponsorships are  
discontinued, the children feel that they have somehow done something  
wrong, 'failed' and let their sponsor down which is why the money has  
stopped – not for the simple reason that the sponsor was unable to continue  
their financial support. I understand this is a huge commitment and we do  
have children sponsored by multiple people who have pulled together to  
sponsor a child which is a great way of giving a child an education without the  
financial burden falling onto one individual sponsor. 

We currently have children finishing primary school seeking 6-year  
sponsorships as well as those who have already started secondary school but  
their sponsors have dropped off the radar leaving them to fend for themselves.  

Running this sponsorship programme is more rewarding than I ever could have imagined. The love, gratitude  
and hope that comes flowing from these children is like nothing else and I feel humbled to think that each  
and every day, we are changing lives. 


